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Lunar Dance 666 wrote: 
A psychosis is said to occur in everyone at some point in their life and is 
basically things like hearing voices or thinking you see things. 
This can be normal spiritually as well. 

But schizophrenia is recurrent psychosis which can lead to paranoia and 
claiming to be jesus etc. 

Slyscorpion wrote: 
So, schizophrenia is real and not just a spiritual thing? I always 
assumed this had something to do with spirituality or the enemy 
entities and that it's just a fake label cause of misunderstanding the 
condition. My theory was it was a person open to the spiritual but on 
a really low vibration and disordered in input. It being genetic doesn't 
disprove this cause spiritual abilities and curses can be genetic. 

Spiritual occurrences and what is labeled as these terms, while they are along 
the same "line" figuratively, are extremely opposite states of being comparing 
spiritual experiences and these disorders. 

These should be divided on the quality, control, reality, and many other things 
relating to the experiences. Above all this, is the REALITY of these. Spiritual 
experience doesn’t also leave people as vegetables, disabled, and so on. Mental 
disorders that are serious, do cause that. 

Emotional overload, suppressed emotions, lack of knowledge of the self, 
hallucinogenics, and many other things, can contribute to loss of control or cause 
numerous issues. This is why one should try to bring all the above into a level of 
control [and in the case of drugs to nothing] so the body can come under control 
and therefore the mind be mastered progressively. 

Spiritual states or altered spiritual states, are not like this. They have a general 
description that would sound similar [not even this in most cases], but that is only 
the surface of it. Proper meditation and interaction, heals people. 



An example, a schizophrenic hearing random chatter all day long, or loud sounds 
and noises that make no sense, or a repetitive thought to jump off a bridge, is not 
the same as a properly attuned spiritual medium that listens about something 
very correctly, and then can communicate or not communicate at will. 

The "schizophrenic" is not on any spiritual level, does not really perceive spiritual 
input, the other medium, is. 

In meditation, opening up the mind, spirituality and so on, it's constantly 
emphasized in the JoS in regards to: 

1. Knowing yourself
2. Doing void meditation
3. Remaining clean
4. Taking control of the mind

Doing the above heals the mind, soul and spirit. As time goes, causes of a lot of 
negativity within someone will be healed. Without the above, not only spirituality, 
but just about anything, can do a considerable amount of damage to someone. 

Now, for those who are really open, such as extreme empaths, I will write 
elaborate instructions so one can bring this gift under control. Out of control, this 
gift can cause numerous issues, likeother gifts one might have. 

Knowing one's self is quintessential. For example, if one knows their weakness 
or strength, they can understand when their mind is trying to let them know of 
something. With years of experience and self-knowledge, what would look like a 
riddle to a person, appears like a clear answer to another. 
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